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B. End-user functionality: open shortcuts (messaging, file systems, or SharePoint), search
archives, use archive explorer,etch
C. Review Optimized Single Instance Storage ratio.
D. Test archiving process - run in report mode and manualmode.
E. Perform the defragmentation of the index locations.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 84
What is the primary purpose of the Enterprise Vault Solution Design Questionnaire?

A. to determine the roles and responsibilities of project members
B. to determine the customer's readiness for Enterprise Vault installation
C. to verify the scope of the project and outline each task milestone
D. to identify the business and technical problems the customer is trying to solve

Answer: D

QUESTION: 85
What two resources and techniques should be leveraged for successful project plan
execution? (Select two.)

A. Reference Architecture
B. Compatibility Charts
C. Status review meetings
D. Six Sigma diagram
E. Change Management requests

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 86
What is the missing component within the following service description related to PST
migration, which must be delivered within 8 hours? -Review PST migration options
capability with Enterprise Vault -Develop the .PST files harvesting strategy -Configure
Enterprise Vault for PST migration - Demonstrate the ability to search the network or use
registries for the presence of .PST files

A. the PST file locations
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B. which PST migration methods will be used
C. how many users should be migrated
D. total size of PST files that should be migrated

Answer: D

QUESTION: 87
Which two items does a consultant need to review on the internal planning call after the
Statement of Work (SOW) has been signed? (Select two.)

A. Project Closeout document
B. Software Purchase Order
C. Software Replacement project plan
D. Signed Statement of Work (SOW)
E. Software Licensing Quote

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 88
A consultant has determined that all Indexes on an Enterprise Vault server are corrupted.
Which two items will a user be able to perform? (Select two.)

A. archive items via Outlook
B. view archived items via Outlook
C. search for items using Browser Search
D. search archived items via Outlook
E. initial synchronization of Vault Cache

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 89
A consultant has configured mailbox archiving from an Exchange 2010 target. The
mailbox databases are part of an Exchange Database Availability Group (DAG). The
targeted mailbox database is replicated to two Exchange servers: Server-A and Server-B.
The active database copy is hosted on Server-A, and Enterprise Vault (EV) has been
successfully archiving mailboxes for several weeks. The EV Exchange Provisioning
Task is scheduled to run twice a day at 12:00 AM and 12:00 PM, and the Exchange
Mailbox Archiving task is scheduled from 6:00 PM to 12:00 AM. At 3:00 PM, Server-A
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experiences a failure and the database copy located on Server-B is activated. What
happens when the scheduled archive run starts at 6:00 PM?

A. error events are generated in the event log and the task goes into a failed state
B. an event is generated alerting the administrator to the situation and the mailboxes are
archived
C. provisioning automatically runs and the mailboxes are archived normally
D. zero errors are generated and the mailboxes are archived only after the provisioning
task runs at 12:00 AM

Answer: B

QUESTION: 90
A consultant is onsite and notices that MSMQ contains a large number of items. What
does the A5 queue for Mailbox Archiving represent?

A. Synchronization requests
B. Process Mailbox, Process System (Run Now)
C. Process Mailbox, Process System (Schedule only)
D. Process Moved Items In Folder

Answer: C

QUESTION: 91
Which two events can Enterprise Vault (EV) audit? (Select two.)

A. actions taken using the Administration Console
B. searches performed by end users
C. the specific user recalling a placeholder from an archived file
D. installing OWA extensions on an Exchange server
E. installing Enterprise Vault client

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 92
During initial Enterprise Vault Configuration, Archiving is failing. Which two questions
should a consultant ask? (Select two.)
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A. Is the Anonymous IUSR account moved, disabled, locked out, or hidden?
B. Does the Vault Store have any open partitions?
C. Has Outlook been configured correctly on the Exchange server?
D. Has the System Mailbox been moved, disabled, locked out, or hidden?
E. Are there MSMQ problems with the J queues?

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 93
A customer has implemented File System Archiving (FSA) Reporting and is having
issues with file collections on Windows file server targets. Which two FSA components
should the consultant check? (Select two.)

A. the Enterprise Vault File Collector Service on the Enterprise Vault server
B. the Enterprise Vault File Collector Service on the file server target
C. the Enterprise Vault site properties
D. the properties of the FSA target
E. the properties for the Vault Store partition containing archived FSA data

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 94
A consultant is setting up a maintenance plan for Enterprise Vault databases. Which step
has the most impact on performance?

A. shrink database
B. rebuild index
C. backup transaction log
D. re-organize index

Answer: B
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